Mapping Global Chicago Research Proposal

Fill out the following form and return by email to Lee Price (lee@uchicago.edu) by November 27, 2021. Please direct any inquiries to Callie Maidhof, Associate Director of Global Studies (cmaidhof@uchicago.edu).

Title of project:

Names, majors, and projected graduation dates of all applicants:

Proposed research site:

Briefly describe the proposed project.

How does the proposed research shed light on “global Chicago”?

What research methodologies will you employ? This project is intended to be collaborative and will involve students beyond the team of initial proposers. What kind of students and skillsets do you imagine will be helpful in accomplishing your research goals?

Keeping in mind that this may change according to the final makeup of the research team, describe the projected product(s) of your research. At least part of this must be accessible to the public on the Mapping Global Chicago website, but this may also involve other events, exhibitions, etc.

What makes the author(s) of this proposal uniquely suited to this project? For example, describe relevant research experience or skills, particularly if they are related to the proposed project (such as an internship at an institution you propose to study, or an ongoing thesis project on this issue or site). Is this topic related to a completed or ongoing/future BA thesis project?

Are there any relevant organizations or community groups whose work your research may support? Have you reached out, or do you otherwise have a connection? Note that this will not be relevant for all projects, but will be important for proposals aiming, in particular, to study refugee, immigrant, or subaltern communities.

If your project is not selected, do you anticipate joining the spring research lab as a participant?